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Not only is this cover BEAUTIFUL, but it's meaningful! Black and White is the "in" look this year and

the micro-fiber makes it very easy to clean. The other reviewer didn't like the vinyal, but that makes

it VERY durable! The reason I am puschaing another one, is because I like to keep a notebook

inside the cover. I had my cover for 6 months and one day I was rushing and accidently tore the

mesh putting the notebook back in. Completly my fault!!! So I am looking to replace that one and I

searched for this one again. Love, Love, Love! Highly recommend!!!

Item: Psalm 46:10 - Micro Fiber Large Bible Cover [Hardcover]. I was looking for a Bible cover that

is big enough to fit my large print NIV Study Bible. According to the "advertised" dimension (11.2 x

8.9 x 2.4 inches), it should fit very snug. I opened the box with anticipation and got sorely

disappointed. It is too small. So I took out my ruler and measure the cover from the very extreme

edges. It is 10.9 x 8.1 x 2.4 inches, no where near the dimension listed in the product description.

Besides smaller dimensions in the description, there is also allowance for the zipper. I would say it

easily cut 0.3 inch from height and width. I cannot say anything about its durability since I am

returning this. If your Bible fits within this dimensions, I think it would be a nice cover. I am back to

searching for one big enough for my Bible. Any help would be appreciated. My bible measures 10.7

x 7.6 x 2.2 inches.

We bought one case as a Christmas gift for our daughter. Her Bible did not fit into it because the

Bible was smaller than we thought. She traded the case with one my wife had, but after a couple

weeks, she wanted her case back. She loves it! My wife likes it so much that she ordered this one!

This case meets the quality we expected and has held up to the wear it has been put through. Great

buy.

Although this Bible cover is listed as microfiber and looks quite elegant, it is a bit different than

expected. Firstly, the back of the Bible case is not microfiber, it is vinyl. Secondly, both the front and

back of the cover have a stiff material between the cover and the lining, making this a very stiff

cover. I specifically ordered a "microfiber" cover in expectation of a soft, flexible cover. This is

anything but that! Also, the inside lining where the Bible flaps tuck ripped on the first day. Crazy glue

does a better job of holding them than the actual manufacture, as the other side ripped as well, but

the crazy glue side is still holding. All in all, not a very functional cover...



I was hesitant to purchase this after reading some of the reviews but went ahead anyway, hoping for

the best. I am returning it. It has the look of plastic and the wording was crooked and poorly applied.

Definitely looked cheap. In fact, who ever was packing the box either didn't take time to inspect the

product before packing it or didn't care that they were sending a defective item. Also the dimensions

listed for size are way off.

This thing is huge! I ordered a Medium Bible cover and altho the packaging indicated it was a

medium, it measured out at a whopping 8"x11!" Wow. Well, I guess better too big than too small. As

to the quality tho, I do like this cover a lot. Lovely design. Has a nice feel to it, plenty of pockets for

pens and notes.

The cover itself is nice. The problem is that the dimensions listed are the exterior dimensions which

are far bigger than the maximum size Bible it can accomodate. The manufacturer tag on the cover

lists the dimensions that it will work for... It will handle a Bible up to 6-5/8" x 9-1/2" x 2"Fortunately

we had another Bible in the family that could use of a cover so we can keep and make use of this

nice looking cover. But it sure would be nice if the product info on this and many of the other covers

contained the most important measurements: What size Bible will it accomodate?

Favorite thing is not just the verse & color (both are wonderful) but the fact that it has Inside Mesh

Pockets! Hugely helpful when my church hands out service flyers, upcoming class info and prayer

cards, plus I store my 5 highlighters in there too. Overall Great Purchase! More Bible covers really

should have the inside mesh pockets!!!
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